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Although the neighbourhood’s 
name means “!sh house” in Estonian, there’s 
nothing !shy these days about Tallinn’s 
Kalamaja quarter. The area was home 
to Tallinn’s !shing families from the 14th 
century until late in the 19th century, when 
a railway connection between Tallinn and 
St. Petersburg was built. It was gradually 
transformed into a factory district, and the 
wooden homes that the area is now known 
for were built to house local factory workers. 
Situated to the northwest of the old town, 
Kalamaja is close to the city centre and 
to the Gulf of Finland. During the Soviet 
period, this working-class neighbourhood 
wasn’t considered to be the safest area, but 
from the late 1980s, young artists and other 
bohemians began buying property, attracted 
by the low prices and convenient location.
 Kalamaja’s wooden houses give the 
neighbourhood an old-fashioned charm. 

Many are freshly painted in bright colours, 
while others have their allure in faded 
metal trim and worn wooden accents. One 
iconic building type is a wooden apartment 
house of two or three storeys, with two 
symmetrical wooden sections "anking a 
stone entryway and staircase, unique to the 
area and built in the 1920s and 1930s.
 The factory district still lies close by. 
Some factories remain in operation, while 
others sit empty and still others have 
been reclaimed by the neighbourhood’s 
creative class. The Telliskivi Loomelinnak 
complex is one of these, a former Soviet 
military electronics factory, where parts for 
the Soviet Sputnik satellite were allegedly 
manufactured. Today, it creates culture 
instead, with various galleries, studios and 
small businesses in the buildings, as well 
as the F-Hoone restaurant – a registered 
heritage property site and a great stopping 

spot for a tour of the Kalamaja district. 
 The restaurant is both grown-up and 
family-friendly, with a playroom for kids, as 
well as evening diversions for adults, such as 
concerts and DJ nights. Within a cool factory 
atmosphere, F-Hoone aims to o#er good 
value for money, with main courses costing 
between 4.50 and 9 EUR. Consequently, 
it’s become popular among everyone 
“from cabinet ministers to broke students,” 
manager Merly Mändla says. 
 The popular spicy coconut !sh soup 
or pumpkin soup are good choices for 
warming up on a winter’s day. Other 
warming main dishes include stews, pasta 
and !sh cakes. Salads are also on o#er 
and in the evening, a wide selection of 
appetizers and snacks can accompany 
drinks. But do arrive early, as the 150-seat 
space is known to see up to 800 visitors pass 
through on busy days. BO
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